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Have you ever desired to build your home in the opportunistic city of Lahore? If your answer is yes, then being the 
residents of Pakistan, we all know how much charisma Lahore has held among the other cities of Pakistan. Lahore has 
always gathered the attention of a maximum number of residents in Pakistan due to the city's enormous number of 
opportunities and lively vibe.

The Masters Real Estate has it’s headquartered in the mesmerizing city of Lahore that allures you with its 
remarkable nightlife and grooming potential. Well, we all know that the establishment of residential and commercial 
projects requires a keen observation of location, payment plans, and other aspects of the targeted residential colony.

This matter restricts the development of a building and acts as a serving building to human races in the long run and 
represents a construction company symbol. Keeping in view all the essential considerations, The Masters Real Estate 
have come up with such a wholesome project that will fulfill all the prevailing demands of the customers in the market.

As we have comprehended, the real estate industry and the requirements of investors engaged in this field have 
revolutionized and updated with the upskilled approach. This change is necessary for leading the world of construction 
and the real estate world.

To enjoy the international standard of livings and introduce the elite infrastructural and architectural domains of real 
estate in Pakistan, we all require a sturdy platform to accomplish this desire. Fortunately, the Masters Real Estate have 
achieved this milestone in the face of Lahore Smart City Location. It has ranked as the no.1 Smart city of Pakistan 
with outclass plans and strategies to serve its residents. Although the vast networking criteria of Masters Real Estate 
do have dealings in other majestic projects of real estate, the attention-seeking project that completes the family of 
masters’ real estate is Lahore smart city.

The captivating features regarding Smart City Lahore is that it ticks all the boxes that a standard individual admires 
about a housing and commercial city and furnishes almost all the basic amenities of life. We have compiled precise yet 
solid information regarding the perspectives of Smart Real Estate Lahore that will make you feel free after knowing 
how accessible and affordable Lahore smart city has been established. Lahore Smart City is the best choice in Lahore 
to avail. It uplifts your living standards as it is the authorized version of Capital Smart city Lahore and inhibits all the 
qualities present in the smart city of Islamabad.

LAHORE SMART CITY- LOCATION MAP
Before finalizing the purchase of residential plots, the influencing factor that everyone keeps in focus is the location of 
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that housing project, as its one of that decision regarding the real estate property that remain unaltered. The plot that 
you will own will go to serve you and your descendants in the coming future.

Lahore Smart City has succeeded in scoring the best location in Lahore that will cherish its residents will all the 
facilities of life as it holds the limitless area of 600 acres with everlasting plans incorporated regarding the future 
construction plans. After becoming the core partner of Masters Real Estate, the level of satisfaction in customers has 
also elevated due to the tireless efforts of their teams.

The planners of Lahore smart city have critically chosen this vast land area after analyzing each aspect relating to its 
accessibility in every eminent part of Lahore and its surrounding territory. If you belong to such a profession that 
requires intermittent traveling, then Lahore Smart city is a perfect choice and makes you comfortable in your journey.

 The approaching distance of Lahore Smart City from the M2 motorway, N-5 national highway, Lahore bypass, and 
Kala Shah Kaku railway station will allow you to enter the vicinity of smart city Lahore in no time.

The famous roads of Lahore city are also at a distance of few kilometers from this iconic city. Another added benefit 
of the iconic location of Lahore Smart City is that the new campus of UET, which is the world-class engineering 
institute of Pakistan, has been allocated on the western side of the residential society.

Whether you plan to purchase a plot in Lahore Smart city or develop a commercial project, it will pay you back in 
terms of sustainable development strategies of Masters Real Estate and Lahore Smart city.

LAHORE SMART CITY- MASTER PLAN
Every next person who looks for some property in Lahore first checks that either the targeted project has some 
international collaborative partners or not. While searching for housing or commercial projects to accomplish their 
dreams regarding the construction of residences and commercial units, international and elite national partners will 
make you become a topper in the whole list of real estate projects.

 Incoherent with all these factors, Masters Real Estate has also become a trustworthy partner of Lahore Smart city. It 
has partnered with some renowned companies that have worked as the master planners of this prestigious project.

If we look at national companies that have contributed to Lahore Smart City, they have also marked some evident 
marks in real estate. It includes Habib Rafique Private Limited and Future development Holdings that worked as their 
developers.

 The magical stance created by these two companies in some of the remarkable projects of Pakistan reveals the worth 
of their construction work. Habib Rafique Pvt Limited and FDHL, both companies, have incorporated their expertise 
and human resources to bestow a reliable project of smart city Lahore in Pakistan.

The international firms that have played a pivotal in uplifting this project to global ranks include Surbana Jurong (Pvt.) 
Ltd, DSA Architects International, Designed consulting engineers (Pvt) Ltd, and cracknel. Many other lucrative and 
leading companies will make you feel satisfied while booking a plot in Lahore Smart City.

SMART CITY LAHORE- INSTALLMENT & PAYMENT PLAN
Another significant and attention-seeking aspect in property dealing is finances and payment plans. It's one of the 



sensitive features that every investor considers before taking into account any other thing. Congrats! Lahore Smart 
City has just rectified all the worries regarding the payments of plots and another commercial unit. The concerned 
clients can pay in feasible installments that will protect them from the economic burden and allow them to enjoy the 
satisfaction of becoming the owners of plots.

 Smart city Lahore's payment plan has just solved all the troubles with its excellent payment plan. The Masters Real 
Estate have also introduced some great payment plans for their privileged customers looking forward to booking plot 
in Lahore smart city.

The person intending to purchase a plot conveniently in accessing the most affordable yet enticing site for their dream 
project can approach Masters Real Estate to make them free from all troubles.

A comprehensive overview of the smart city Lahore payment plan elaborates the payments of various residential plots 
sold at Lahore smart city.

1.      125 sq yards or 5 Marla housing plot costs you approximately 2.1 million in the executive block and 2.2 Rs 
million in the overseas block.

2.     The plot of 10 Marlas or 250 Square yards demands an amount of 4.4 million rupees.

3.     The price of 1 Kanal plot is 7.1 Rs million.

Lahore smart city has an accessible installment plan of 2 years for residential plots that requires a negligible booking 
payment of approximately 20%. The installment plan operates for the required tenure with 14 quarterly installments.

It means that the plot owner will pay the installment every three months and remain free from every month's charges. 
The above payment plan gives you an estimate of payments for various plot sizes in Lahore Smart City.

 A detailed plan regarding the booking procedure and installment plan will provide you with a detailed overview 
supplied to you by capable staff members of Masters Real Estate. The team of eligible members will tell and reveal 
every step of booking and A to Z that will make you feel relieved after getting such honest and straightforward 
services.

The slogan of Masters Real Estate acclaims that their clients are masters, so masters’ real estate prove it by their loyal 
and reliable real estate services. Don't miss this opportunity of making your dreams come true through the forum of 
Masters Real Estate.
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